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Winter MAP Testing in Math and Reading window begins January 9th-January
20th.

For those new to the ACA board, NWEA MAP Growth is a nationally normed,
standardized achievement test which measures what scholars know and informs what
they're ready to learn next by using a computer adaptive test that adjusts to the ability
and knowledge of the student. ACA Teachers will use the results of the NWEA MAP
Growth assessments to better understand the individual needs of our scholars and their
progress in the assessed area. Because the assessment is a growth measure, it can
track the growth of the student between testing events and over multiple years of
testing. ACA scholars are assessed in the fall, winter and spring.

The winter tests serve as a halfway benchmark for scholar growth and allow us to target
our intervention strategies to specific learning needs for the Spring.

Our Academic North Star:

100% of ACA scholars will demonstrate grade-level proficiency on state/national assessment.

Our 22-23 SMART GOAL:

70% of ACA scholars will achieve their growth goal or proficiency on the spring 2023 NWEA
MAP assessment in math and reading.

Our Intentional Tasks to meet our Academic Goals:

Individualized Learning Strategies

Strategy 1: Establish ACA-wide beliefs and build a strong culture around individualized
learning.

Strategy 2: Build and support common structures for individualized learning:



● All scholars will have an individualized learning plan (ILP) with goals and aligned
instructional plans for two components--academics and wellness.

○ The mechanism for delivering individualized learning will be through our Higher
Power Learning Program. This allows frequent progress monitoring of our
scholars' learning and triggers timely intervention strategies.

○ Teachers who teach multiple academic subject areas will begin by focusing
their academic ILP goals and HPL on math, and then will layer on reading
after Christmas break.

Strategy 3: Set clear expectations, roles, and responsibilities for all stakeholders around
individualized learning.

Strategy 4: Provide skill-building opportunities that support all stakeholders in fulfilling their
expectations, roles, and responsibilities for individualized learning.

Strategy 5: Monitor progress, coach & share feedback, and hold all stakeholders
accountable for individualized learning.

ACA Academy Wide Professional Development: Friday, January 27

On January 27th, we will be having our Academy Wide Professional development Day. This
is a day we come together to share our faith, build community, and work on the practice of
instruction.

This year’s date coincides with the ending of our Winter MAP testing in both Math and
Reading.  The teachers at all four schools wil come together to take a deeper dive into our
assessment data.  It is this collaboration that helps us identify gaps and trends in our
scholar’s learning and better inform our instructional work across the Academy.


